
healing herbs
‘NATURAL REMEDIES OF ARABIA’ EXPLORES POWER OF BOTANICAL TRADITIONS

WRITTEN BY DIANA BLACKWELL

Traditional markets, known as souks, in the Arabian
Gulf region overflow with herbs, spices and fruits
used in all manner of cuisine and natural remedies,
much as they did a millennium ago. Opposite page,
clockwise from top left: Saudi Aramco employee
Quriyan Al-Hajri exposes the stem of a tarthuth
plant in the Eastern Province desert. The club-shaped
plant, a parasite that feeds on salt bushes, appears
once yearly after winter rains and has long been
considered a fruity snack and medicine by Bedouin
nomads. A colorful array of spices grace traditional
markets in all the Kingdom’s cities and towns. 18 Saudi Aramco Dimensions





This heritage is explored in Natural Remedies of Arabia

(Al-Turath/Stacey International, 2006), a new book

authored by Robert W. Lebling, Dhahran-based head 

of Saudi Aramco’s Electronic Publishing Unit team, and

Donna Pepperdine, a master herbalist and former Saudi

Aramco ESL (English as a Second Language) instructor

who grew up an “Aramco brat” and currently teaches 

at the University of Texas in Arlington. 

The product of four years of applied research, the 

book is a labor of love that explores natural healing from

Why should a man die who has sage in his garden?    —Proverb

DHAHRAN, SAUDI ARABIA — Throughout antiquity, Arab lands were 

imagined as fantastic places with precious spices so bountiful that 

“the whole country … scented with them … exhale[d] an odor 

marvelously sweet” (Herodotus), and traders grew drowsy with the 

heady perfumes of frankincense, myrrh and cinnamon. 

Spice caravans, it was said, made the Arabs so wealthy that their homes

were built of gold, silver, ivory and glittering gems. After all, spices and

herbs were an immense luxury, the cornerstone of numerous economies — 

so that even if some originated elsewhere, the Middle East was so rich in

their trade and cultivation that it came to be called Arabia Eudaimôn, or

Arabia the Fortunate. The modern Arabian Peninsula — Saudi Arabia,

Bahrain, Yemen, the United Arab Emirates (UAE), Qatar and Oman

— continues to enjoy this natural bounty, but its true wealth lies in a 

commodity money can’t buy: health and wellbeing. The natural products 

that helped build many a civilization and promoted the spread of Islam

throughout the world have long had medicinal, cosmetic and culinary uses 

— and science is bearing out their healthful reputations. 

historic, anthropological and biological angles, often with

surprising results.

True to history, some of the items discussed, Lebling and

Pepperdine write, “whisper tales of the ancient trade routes,

for many still come to Arabia from India, China, Indonesia,

Egypt, Syria and other exotic locations,” while “others are

harvested locally, some under harsh desert conditions (with)

their own fascinating stories to tell.” Arab tradition inter-

prets uses for these items, in some cases marrying “foreign”

with indigenous goods to treat conditions ranging from the
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Camel caravans of the ancient Middle East carried goods and foodstuffs of many kinds, chief
among them herbs and spices. They made Arab merchants of the time rich and their countries
powerful. The modern Arabian peninsula continues to enjoy a large supply of this delectable
and medicinal bounty. 
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common cold to hair loss to hypertension.

Lebling and Pepperdine write that the “oils, herbs,

spices, barks, twigs, rocks, salt and dried flowers” sold in

local souks and examined in their book are the basis of a

folk medicine that is vanishing from the earth as modern

pharmaceuticals replace old folkways the world over, and

oral tradition, or the passing down of lore and wisdom

from one generation to the next, is silenced by time and

high-tech Internet and telephone communication. Their

goal for the book, they say, is to answer the questions,

“What are these products? Where do they come from?

How are they used locally?” — and to promote apprecia-

tion of the region’s venerable herbal traditions. 

The authors had started work independently. “I have an

interest in natural healing, but when I saw the great variety

of herbs and spices in the marketplaces I realized I didn’t

know what many of them were or how to use them,”

Pepperdine remembers. 

“I was studying to become a master herbalist through

Dominion Herbal College in British Columbia, and the



final requirement was to conduct a study and write a

paper,” she says. “Just prior to an ‘Id holiday, when all my

female Saudi students were preparing to disperse to vari-

ous parts of the Kingdom, I distributed a survey in both

Arabic and English. They took the surveys home and com-

pleted them with mothers, aunts, grandmothers, fathers,

uncles and so on. We also

received information from

the UAE with the help of

another ESL teacher who 

distributed surveys for me

there. In addition, I spent

many hours exploring shops

and talking with herbalists 

in Qatif, al-Khobar, Thugba,

al-Hasa, Jiddah, Khamis

Mushayt, Taif, Bahrain,

Muscat and Salalah.”

Lebling, long interested 

in ethnobotany (the study of

how a culture uses indigenous

plants for medicine, food, 

religious practices and other

applications), had availed himself of the extensive scientific

and historic holdings in Saudi Aramco’s Technical Informa-

tion Center. 

Then, when Pepperdine and Lebling met in 2003, they

compared notes on their common interest and found that

between them they had enough material for a book. They

also won Saudi Aramco’s backing; thanks to the cultural

and anthropological relevance of their topic, the company

provided support for publication of the book and fur-

nished research access to educational resources such as 

the Saudi Aramco Exhibit, where Lebling and Pepperdine

learned about ancient medicinal uses for petroleum. A

number of current and former Saudi Aramco employees

also contributed to the book, assisting with information

on local traditions, photographs, recipes and the like.

Their resulting compendium, with its varied content

and thorough herbology including family remedies and

delicious recipes, makes for a lively read. 

From aloe to withania, the book examines natural

Arabian preventatives, curatives, antidotes, cosmetics and

recipes with color photographs and sections titled “How

to Use,” “In the Kitchen,” “Research,” “Family Remedies

Across Arabia” and “Did

You Know?” Part of what

makes the book so readable

is the writers’ immersion

into their topic.

Lebling, a self-confessed

“willing guinea pig,” con-

ducted his own personal tri-

als with some of the more

prevalent Arabian botani-

cals, such as nigella sativa,

a member of the buttercup

family, whose black “seeds

of blessing,” the book

reports, cure everything but

death. “I still use black seed

regularly,” he reports. “I

also like the powerful antioxidants, such as pomegranate,

garlic, turmeric and dates. As for the recipes, I’m easy!

They’re all great.”

Pepperdine, likewise, took a hands-on approach to

research, enlisting a diabetic relative to try wound-healing

remedies and personally testing items ranging from sage

and chamomile teas (“comforting”) and medicinally valu-

able greens like arugula and basil (“tasty”). She was

impressed by the multiple uses of many of the items, such

as henna: “Just applying henna powder mixed with water

to the soles of the feet is helpful for treating colds and

fevers, especially in children, and it’s also a treatment for

foot pain. Applying henna to the head can be cooling in the

summer, and can soothe headache and reduce hair loss.”

Like Lebling, she has added some traditional remedies to

her own regime: “I use the distilled oils of frankincense and
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Different colors appear as sedimentary layers in this brightly
colored mountain of spices at a Bahrain souk.

NUTMEG BLACK CARDAMOM CINNAMON DRIED FIGS
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Myriad trays of colorful lentils make a dramatic statement in
a traditional souk (marketplace) spice shop in the booming
metropolis of Jeddah on the Red Sea coast.

myrrh; they are high in sesquiterpenes, compounds with

anti-allergen, anti-spasmodic and anti-inflammatory prop-

erties, and are believed to help overcome stress.”

The book is full of anecdotal and pharmacologic revela-

tions. For example, readers familiar with the use of aloe to

stop the pain and blistering of kitchen burns may be sur-

prised to learn that Cleopatra used aloe to protect her cele-

brated skin from the sun — and even more intrigued to

learn that dried aloe sap is a traditional treatment for 

diabetic blood-sugar levels that has merited study at King

Saud University in Riyadh. Items like anise are used “from

cookies to colds,” and can be chewed to freshen breath or

drunk in tea to dull a toothache. Islamic pharmacology

also includes the arak tree, whose root is soaked and

stripped to create the miswak, or “nature’s toothbrush.”

Used by the Prophet Muhammad for dental cleansing after

ritual fasts and sold today by street vendors, arak root con-

tains an antibacterial used in some commercial toothpastes. 

Caraway, possibly the world’s oldest herb and one of

the most ancient remedies, has demonstrated potential as 

a cancer preventative. Cinnamon, the book relates, long a

staple of Middle Eastern cuisine and used to treat edema,

jaundice and upset stomach, has been shown to fight oral

yeast infections in people with HIV and also has indicated

DEERUM GALANGEL DATES HENNA LEAVES
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strong antioxidant protection of the heart and liver in 

laboratory tests. The clove, fought over by armies seeking

control of the Spice Islands, is combined with salt and

henna to treat hair loss and drunk with ginger to help 

a sore throat. 

Dates, a mainstay of the Arabian diet, have a long tra-

dition of use before and after childbirth; the book quotes 

a Qur’an passage in which Mary, about to give birth to

Jesus, is led to eat the fruit to ease her pain. Also used 

for cracked bones, bronchitis, insect bites and stomach 

A seller of aromatic woods (’ud) and oils, and perfumes, plies
his products at a weekend market in the town of Hofuf in Saudi
Arabia’s al-Hasa region in the Eastern Province.

ailments, the date boosts immune function and may help

prevent cancer. The application of honey to clean and treat

wounds is borne out by studies demonstrating honey’s

antibiotic and scar-healing properties. Myrrh likewise is 

a proven anti-bacterial and anti-inflammatory.

Petroleum is one of Arabia’s oldest cures. Documented

over 2,000 years, seeping petroleum or bitumen has been

BLACK SEED SAFFRON HONEY SHEIBA



used in preparations treating asthma, bladder troubles,

arthritis, sore throat and cough. Today, petroleum jelly is the

basis of many commercial preparations, used to treat a range

of ailments from motion sickness to eczema to diarrhea.

Rose essential oils, used to treat painful sties, are found in

modern eye-drops.

The authors note that

many of these time-honored

remedies handed down for

generations are validated by

modern science. And that,

Lebling says, really is no sur-

prise. “When it comes to 

natural remedies or today’s

medicine, it’s not a question

of either/or,” he says. “Many

modern pharmaceuticals orig-

inated in plants. Take aspirin,

for example, whose active

ingredient is an acid found in

willow bark. Scientists today

study the active ingredients 

in a wide range of traditional

remedies, from the Middle

East and other regions, searching for cures for cancer, heart

disease and many other maladies.”

So is natural always better? Not necessarily. “People need

to be careful about self-diagnosing and self-treating with nat-

ural remedies,” Lebling warns. “They are not a replacement

for modern medicine but a supplement or auxiliary to it.”

Pepperdine echoes that sentiment: “It doesn’t seem wise to

wholly replace one system of healing with another. Wisdom

can be found in both modern and folk medicinal practices.”

And that enduring wisdom is something both authors

hope to see preserved. Whereas in many parts of the world

old ways are set aside for the new, Arabia has an advantage:

Even as it has made a major commitment to the latest med-

ical practices, there’s still an interest in natural remedies. “In

my opinion, folk practices often have valuable insights

for modern life; that’s why pharmaceutical companies are

looking closely at the traditional uses of plants and other

natural substances for cures and new treatments,” Lebling

continues. “Arabic and Islamic cultures are nature-friendly

and very ecological. That world-view has helped retain

interest in regional folkways.”

And so the ancient routes

that once brought fabled

wealth to Arab nations con-

tinue to enrich life here. In a

sense, they never went away.

“I like to imagine that the

frankincense trails of the past

are still in operation,”

Pepperdine muses. “Although

the trade routes have given

way to commercial networks

supplied by airplane, truck

and train, they still carry the

natural abundance that

Arabs continue to enjoy

using in everyday life, all

across the peninsula. No

longer do camel caravans

convey the herbs and spices, but these treasures can still be

found in the souks of Arabia.” n

Herbs and spices, from cardamom to cinnamon, are a major
additive to Middle Eastern cuisine and create its dramatic, 
distinctive flavors. Meals such as this one incorporate a bou-
quet of natural enhancers.

Robert Lebling is completing a book on Middle
Eastern folklore. Excerpts of his translation of
Miguel Asturias’ “Clarivigilia Primaveral” appear 
on www.epoetry.org. Other writings can be found
at www.geocities.com /eyeclaudius.geo.

Donna Pepperdine is authoring an “Herbal Home-
study Course for Young Herbivores” (ages 8 and
above) with her mother, Beverly Pepperdine. 
For more information, visit Donna’s website,
www.herbaleducator.com.

Natural Remedies of Arabia by Robert W. Lebling and Donna
Pepperdine. London: Stacey International with Al-Turath, 2006.
U.S. Distributor: Interlink Books. ISBN: 1-905299-02-8.
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